Introduction
Infrared (IR) thermography is a non-destructive testing (NDT) technique that can visualize IR rays emitted from a surface in a non-contact, non-destructive, and non-intrusive manner [1, 2] . IR thermography is divided into passive and active IR thermography. Passive IR thermography measures heat naturally radiated from materials, while active IR thermography records thermal responses corresponding to a controlled external heat source. Halogen lamps, flash lamps, laser beams, ultrasound, and eddy currents are examples of typical heat sources. Passive IR thermography has been used for monitoring pipe line gas leakage and assessing humidity in buildings, insulation problems, electrical components monitoring, and so on. Here, a defect is visualized by an abnormal temper ature profile displayed near the defect. The thermal contrast between the specimen and the defect can be increased by using active thermography, where an external stimulus generates a more prominent temperature difference between the intact and defect areas. Depending on the type of external stimulus, different active approaches, such as pulse thermography, step heating, lock-in thermography, and vibrothermography, are available. These thermography techniques are adopted for inspecting metal structures, carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP)/glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) structures, electrical devices, and so on.
Lock-in thermography and pulsed thermography are the two most commonly used types of active thermography. Lock-in thermography uses a periodically modulated external heat source and isolates only the thermal responses lockedin with periodic heating [3] . The supply of modulated heat radiation to the specimen results in low-frequency thermal waves that propagate along the specimen. As the thermal wave is reflected at the defect boundary, its superposition with the original thermal wave changes the amplitude and phase of the thermal response at the surface. However, it is difficult to precisely control the heat intensity and position due to the divergence of the heat sources. In addition, the measurement takes a long time because of the low frequency nature of the excited thermal waves. For example, the lock-in inspection of a 10 × 10 cm 2 sized multicrystalline silicon solar cell took 30 min [4] . Furthermore, a phase shift can generate a blind frequency spot where a defect becomes invisible at a certain excitation frequency [5, 6] . Pulsed thermography, on the other hand, measures the temperature increase corresponding to a pulsed external heat source [7, 8] . Contrary to lock-in thermography, pulsed thermography can quickly scan a large area and the interpretation of the thermal images is straightforward [6] . However, the penetration depth of the pulsed laser beam is typically shallower than that of the lock-in laser beam. In addition, since high thermal loading is required, the potential for specimen damage increases.
In terms of thermal image processing, several algorithms to reduce noise and construct an image of the defect area are available. Thermal contrast processing is carried out to compare the absolute temperature readings obtained from intact and defect areas, and a thermal contrast image is thereupon constructed [9, 10] . This thermal contrast processing is the most widely used and simplest algorithm and offers fast processing time, but reflections and non-uniform heating due to controlled external heating and uncontrolled ambient heat sources can deteriorate the reliability of the processed images. Pulsed phase thermography decomposes the raw thermal image into real and imaginary parts using a Fourier transform, and constructs a pulse phase thermography image [11] [12] [13] . The pulsed phase thermography image is less affected by non-uniform heating, environmental reflections, emissivity variations, and surface geometry. But the parameters of pulsed thermography should be prudently optimized to achieve the best possible performance [14] . To overcome this issue, thermographic signal reconstruction based on decomposition of the thermal image using a logarithmic polynomial basis can be used [15] . Here, logarithmic derivatives are used to enhance the detectability of defects in structures. This image processing technique requires only small memory storage, and enhances the spatial and temporal resolution of the raw thermal image. One issue that arises, however, is that long computation time is required when high ordered polynomial fitting is necessary. As an alternative, principal component thermography processing is proposed [16] . This processing technique projects the original image onto a reduced dimensional space composed of a few principal components, and extracts abnormalities in the projected space. However, the estimation of the covariance matrix, which is necessary for the principal component analysis, can be challenging in real world problems.
In this study, a reference-free micro defect visualization algorithm is developed using an edge filter for micro defect inspection. First, a single-spot pulse laser beam is used as a heat source, and the corresponding thermal responses are measured using an IR camera. Once the raw thermal images are measured, the proposed algorithm is applied to remove noise and visualize the micro defect. The proposed reference-free micro defect visualization algorithm provides the following advantages: (1) reference-free diagnosis, (2) real-time and automated inspection, and (3) high reliability detection of micro defects. The algorithm is validated using two different types of target devices: semiconductor chips and ceramic-epoxy composites.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the reference-free micro defect visualization algorithm. In section 3, the experimental setup is described with its working principles. In sections 4 and 5, the inspection results of semiconductor chips and ceramic-epoxy composites, respectively, are described. Finally, this paper concludes with a summary and discussions in section 6.
Reference-free micro defect visualization algorithm
This section describes the reference-free micro defect visualization algorithm performed on raw thermal images obtained from the target device. The reference-free micro defect visualization algorithm is composed of three parts: (1) edge extraction using a Sobel filter, (2) binary imaging using thresholding, and (3) noise removal using a Hough transform. An overview of the reference-free micro defect visualization algorithm is provided in figure 1 , and details are provided in the following subchapters.
Edge extraction using Sobel filter
When a single-spot pulse laser beam is radiated to the target device, thermal waves are generated and prop agate along the surface of the target device. The relationship between the thermal conductivity and the temperature gradient induced by the single-spot pulse laser beam in a semi-infinite metal medium after irradiation of the singlespot pulse laser beam can be expressed using Duhamel's theorem as follows [17] . 
where r and z are the radius and the vertical position in the cylindrical coordinates with the origin at the center of the irradiated spot in the target surface. I max is the maximum power density of the laser pulse, p(t) is the normalized temporal intensity profile of the laser pulse at time t, κ is the diffusivity, k is the conductivity and r a is the radius of the single-spot pulse laser beam. Once the thermal waves encounter a micro defect, which induces a sudden change in the thermal properties with respect to the surrounding area, variation occurs in the patterns of the thermal wave propagation. Specifically, the micro defect prevents the propagation of the thermal waves, generating a discontinuity in the wave propagation. However, similar discontinuities of thermal wave propagation also can be observed at the perimeters of the laser excitation points and at the boundaries of the structural patterns in the target device. In this study, an edge extraction algorithm, illustrated in figure 2, is adopted to highlight these discontinuities in the form of edge features. These discontinuity components in the raw thermal images are extracted using a Sobel filter, which consists of a pair of 3 × 3 Sobel convolution operators, G x and G y : 
where G x and G y are spatial differential operators in the x and y directions. These operators are designed to respond to edges mainly running in the x and y directions, respectively. The two operators are independently applied to an ith raw thermal image, T i , to produce two separate images, E i,x and E i,y , visualizing the thermal gradients in the x and y directions, respectively. E i,x and E i,y are then combined into the ith edge image, E i , as follows:
where n is the number of total image sequences. Edge extraction is repeated for all the sequences of raw thermal images, and an accumulated edge image, E, is constructed as:
This accumulation process highlights the thermal discontinuities caused by a defect, while suppressing other discontinuities produced at the structural patterns and the perimeters of the scanning single-spot pulse laser beam. Note that discontinuities due to the defect persistently appear in the majority of the extracted edge images. On the other hand, because the locations of the discontinuities produced by other sources move around, their contributions to the accumulated edge image declines.
Binary imaging using thresholding
Binary imaging processing enhances visualization of the micro defect by eliminating unwanted noise components as shown in figure 3 . The following Weibull distribution is used for approximating the probability density function of the pixel values, ( ) E x y , , in E:
where the scale, λ, and shape parameter, a, are estimated by fitting the Weibull distribution to all non-zero pixel values in E. The threshold value corresponding to a one-sided 99% confidence interval in the upper tail is calculated. A binary image, B(x, y), is then obtained by setting the pixel values larger than the threshold value to be 1, and the rest to 0.
Noise removal using Hough transform
Considering that a micro defect typically propagates along a line and creates a line feature, a Hough transform is employed to extract line-like features and eliminate salt-and-pepper type noises [18] . The Hough transform is performed using the following equation.
According to equation ( of all the lines passing through point 'B' in Cartesian coordinates, and line 'd' is the collection of all the lines crossing point 'C'. Therefore, a line feature in Cartesian coordinates can be identified by finding a crossing point of multiple lines in Hough coordinates. That is, the Hough transform is well suited for extracting line features in the thermal images, and sporadic salt-and-pepper type noise can be readily removed.
Based on this concept, non-zero pixel values in B(x, y) are transformed from Cartesian coordinates to Hough coordinates using the Hough transform. Note that the Hough transform can be applied as a feature extraction method, and with this method, a continuous line is extracted from the images [18] . As in the previous description of the Hough transform equation, θ is the angle ( [ ] θ ∈ −90, 90 ) between the x-axis and the specific straight line in B(x, y), and r is the perpendicular distance between B(0, 0) and the specific straight line in B(x, y). Here, B(0, 0) is set to the bottom left node of B. The single pixel in Cartesian coordinates is then expressed as a line in Hough coordinates [18] . Therefore, it is possible to reconstruct the image in Cartesian coordinates (x, y) as an image in Hough coordinates (θ, r). By extracting the crossing point in Hough coordinates, the continuous line, which is considered to be a micro defect, can be extracted in Cartesian coordinates, as shown in figure 5.
Experimental Setup
The experimental setup of the proposed pulse laser scanning thermography system is described in figure 6 . An arbitrary waveform generator (33220A, Agilent) sends out a pulse modulated voltage signal with a specific repetition frequency and a pulse width to a laser driver. The laser driver then converts the voltage signal to a current signal, thus activating a continuous wave (CW) laser (TMA-532-15T, TMA Co., Ltd) to emit a single-spot pulse laser beam with a wavelength of 532 nm. Here, the laser power intensity must be set properly considering the material properties of the target device to avoid surface ablation. The single-spot pulse laser beam is emitted onto a desired inspection point using a laser scanner (hurrySCAN ® 20, SCANLAB), and the thermal waves are generated. The corresp onding thermal responses are measured in the time domain using an IR camera. When the thermal waves encounter the micro defect, the wave propagation pattern changes [19] . The micro defect blocks thermal wave propagation at defect boundaries, and temperature rises higher at the defect boundaries. Note that, based on the empirical spectral emissivity analysis of the target specimen, the uncooled and cooled type camera are used for the inspection of the semiconductor chip and the ceramic-composites, respectively [20] . The captured thermal responses are transmitted and stored in the control unit, and processed using the proposed reference-free micro defect visualization algorithm.
Inspection of semiconductor chips
An intact semiconductor chip and two semiconductor chips with horizontal and vertical cracks are provided by Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd, as shown in figure 7 . The dimensions of the semiconductor chips are 15.08 mm × 9.46 mm × 35 μm, and the horizontal and vertical line patterns are shown on the surface of the semiconductor chips. Each chip is composed of a silicon substrate and surface metal depositions, but the details of the chip configuration have not been disclosed due to confidentiality. For two chips out of three, horizontal and vertical micro cracks are induced during the actual wafer back-grinding process. Figure 7(a) shows an intact semiconductor chip specimen while (b) and (c) show specimens with horizontal and vertical cracks, respectively. The crack on each semiconductor chip is marked with a solid line, as the actual crack cannot be visualized using a vision camera. A closed-up photo of the crack taken by a microscopic camera is represented as well. The widths of the horizontal and vertical micro cracks, measured by a microscope, are approximately 20 μm and 4 μm, respectively.
For laser heating, the CW laser emits a single-spot pulse laser beam with a repetition rate of 1 Hz, a pulse duration of 100 ms, a diameter of less than 1 mm at the target surface, and a power level of 30.6 mW, and produces a power intensity of 60.9 mW mm −2
. The single-spot pulse laser beam scans 12 points in the semiconductor chip, where the intervals of horizontal and vertical distance of the scanned beam are 2.5 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively. For thermal imaging, an uncooled type IR camera (VarioCam ® hr, InfraTec), which has an integration time of 13 ms, a temperature resolution of 0.03 K, a spatial resolution of 640 × 480 pixels, a sampling rate of 50 Hz, and a spectral range of 7.5 to 14 μm, is used. The uncooled type IR camera is integrated with a zoom lens, which has a focal length of 30 mm and a stand-off distance of 50 mm, to achieve a spatial resolution of up to 30 μm/pixel, and it records the thermal responses during the laser heating period of 12 s. Note that figures 8-12 have the same thermal scale and correspond to the full size of the semiconductor chip (15.08 mm × 9.46 mm).
Once the raw thermal responses are obtained, the edge images are subsequently extracted. Figures 8(a)-(c) show representative raw thermal images obtained from semiconductor chips with no defects, a horizontal micro crack, and a vertical micro crack, respectively. The corresponding edge images in figures 9(a)-(c) are obtained from figures 8(a)-(c), respectively. Note that the whole image processing time is less than 1 s for inspecting each semiconductor chip.
The cracks are visualized in the accumulated edge images obtained by summing all the edge images shown in figure 10 . However, surface patterns and sporadic noise components are also visible in figure 10 . To remove these undesired noise and surface pattern components, the binary imaging and Hough transform based on equations (5)- (7) are conducted in sequence, and the binary images ( figure 11 ) and the final processed images (figure 12) are respectively constructed. In the binary images, the micro cracks on the semiconductor chips are marked, but the noise components remain. After the de-noising process using the Hough transform, only micro crack components are shown in the final processed images. 
Inspection of ceramic-epoxy composites
Ceramic-epoxy composites, also known as piezoelectric composites, are a class of functional materials made by mechanically attaching piezoelectric active materials and non-piezoelectric passive polymers together to form different connectivities. Connectivity is defined as the arrangement of the active and passive phases in the composite. The connectivity is a convenient way to describe the manner in which the individual phases are self-connected. Figure 13 shows a schematic representation of several ceramic-epoxy connectivities. Ceramic-epoxy composites are widely used in medical imaging ultrasound and other acoustic transducers [21] . By using several different connectivity patterns, these composites have advantages over conventional single piezoelectric ceramics when used for transducer applications, including improved electromechanical properties, mechanical flexibility, transducer sensitivity, and bandwidth.
Ceramic-epoxy composite specimens provided by Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd, whose connectivity type is 2-2, are shown in figure 14 . Type I and II ceramic-epoxy composites have dimensions of 27 mm × 82 mm × 250 μm and 12 mm × 82 mm × 250 μm, respectively. Two defect specimens are provided, and interface cracks with about 20 μm width are produced during the composite grinding and polishing process. The details of the material compounds and design parameters are unknown to the authors due to confidentiality.
The experimental setup used for the ceramic-epoxy composite inspection is similar to that used for semiconductor chip inspection. The CW laser emits a single-spot pulse laser beam with a repetition rate of 200 mHz, a pulse width of 200 ms, a diameter of less than 1 mm, a power level of 8.40 mV, and a power intensity of 16.7 mW mm −2
. The single-spot pulse laser beam scans 9 points in the ceramic-epoxy composite with 2 mm horizontal and vertical intervals. The cooled type IR camera (ImageIR 8320, InfraTec), which has an integration time of 1 ms, a temperature resolution of 0.02 K, 640 × 512 pixels, a sampling rate of 40 Hz, and a spectral range of 2 to 5.7 μm, is used to measure the thermal responses. The cooled type IR camera uses InSb as the thermal detector, and it is integrated with a zoom lens, which has a focal length of 50 mm and a stand-off distance of 50 mm to achieve a spatial resolution of up to 20 μm/pixel. During the laser heating, the cooled type IR camera records the thermal responses for 45 s.
Similar to the previous semiconductor chip experiments, the accumulated edge image, the binary image, and the final processed image are constructed using the proposed reference-free micro defect visualization algorithm. Note that figure 15 corresponds to the scanning area (6 mm × 6 mm) shown in figure 14 . Similar to semiconductor chip inspection, the whole image processing time required less than 1 s for each ceramic-epoxy composite specimen. Figures 15(a)-(c) show the accumulated edge image, the binary image, and the final processed image obtained from a type I ceramicepoxy composite specimen, and figures 15(d)-(f) for type II ceramic-epoxy composites. Only the interface cracks are visualized, with no indication of other sources of discontinuities.
Conclusion
In this study, a reference-free micro defect visualization algorithm is developed and applied to thermal images obtained by a laser scanning thermography system so that micro defects in semiconductor chips and interface cracks in ceramic-epoxy composites can be automatically and instantaneously visualized. The test results reveal that (1) micro cracks in semiconductor chips and interface cracks in ceramic-epoxy composites wider than 4 μm and 20 μm, respectively, are successfully detected with no false indication of other discontinuities, and (2) image processing is performed instantaneously and in a fully automated manner. Furthermore, the laser scanning thermography system offers a fully non-contact, non-destructive, and non-intrusive inspection method. A follow-up study is underway to further expedite the inspection process using multi-spot laser scanning or line laser scanning.
